Communication Technology

The TÜV Rheinland Group Worldwide

- Founded in 1872
- At 500 locations in 85 countries
- More than 18,000 employees
- More than 30 industries across 6 business streams
- More than 2,500 services across all sectors

Our Business Portfolio

- Industry Services
- Mobility
- Products
- Lifecare
- Training & Consulting
- Systems

Aiming for New Destinations

Get going! Today, you can gain access to all the key markets in the world from the value-added, documented safety and quality – for your products, systems or services.

We will be delighted to work with you, offering a wide range of testing, inspection and certification services.

Contact Us

Head Office
TÜV Rheinland (India) Pvt. Ltd.
60/1A, Waverley Rd., 1st Main, Road.
Electronic City Phase 1,
Bangalore-610 103, India.
Tel: +91 (0) 80 3989 9888 / 3055 4319
Fax: +91 (0) 80 3989 9887
Email: info@ind.tuv.com

Our offices
Ahmedabad
Chennai
Coimbatore
Delhi
Gurgaon
Hyderabad
Indore
Kochi
Kolkata
Mumbai
Noida
Pune
Rajkot
Ranipet
Tirupur
Trichy
Vadodara
Visakhapatnam

Global Market Access Services
One-Stop Full Service
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Global Market Access

- Time document preparation
- Simplified and convenient application process
- One-Stop service: one test, one – time document preparation, worldwide recognition
- No language barriers
- Regulatory research
- Subscription on standardized compliance scheme

Global Market Access Services

- Subscription on standardized compliance scheme
- Worldwide service network to enter any market
- Clear, Reliable and Informative support for each project
- Simplified and convenient application process
- One-Stop service: one test, one – time document preparation, worldwide recognition
- No language barriers
- Regulatory research
- Subscription on standardized compliance scheme
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Services

- In - Country testing and local presence
- Leader in CB scheme
- Broad service scope
- Cooperation with most respectful certification bodies
- Audit and inspection support
- Training and Consulting

Reputation

- TÜV Rheinland brand reputation
- Easy certification process
- Global presence
- Globally recognized marks
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Aiming for New Destinations

Get going! Today, you can gain access to all the key markets in the world from the value-added, documented safety and quality – for your products, systems or services.

We will be delighted to work with you, offering a wide range of testing, inspection and certification services.

Communication Technology

TÜV Rheinland Group offers CE & FCC testing and approval services for Telecom and Radio products when entering European & USA market. Furthermore, we can also ensure the radio and telecom services for other countries and regions.

Guyana Telecom Approval
Guatemala SIT Approval
Grenada NTRC Approval
Europe R&TTE Directive
EI Salvador SIGET Approval
Egypt NTRA Approval
Ecuador SUPERTEL Approval
Dominica INDOTEL Approval
Colombia CRT Approval
China SRRC/NAL Approval
Chile SUBTEL Approval
Canada FCB IC Approval
Brazil ANATEL Approval
Botswana BTA Approval
Bolivia Telecom Approval
Benin Telecom Approval
Belarus Telecom Approval
Bangladesh Telecom Approval
Bahrain TRA Approval
Bahamas PUC Approval
Brunei Telecom Approval
Argentina CNC Approval
Algeria Telecom Approval
Globally recognized marks
Global presence
Easy certification process
TÜV Rheinland brand reputation
TÜV Rheinland is your reliable partner

Market Access Services of TÜV Rheinland provides support for developing new markets for your products by offering our expertise in countries approvals worldwide. Our experts are fully versed in various approval requirements and able to offer services from a single source for a quick access to international markets. Your benefits: faster time to market, more sales, and greater profits.

With our one-stop full service you can have your product tested, certified and shipped to the destination market by the most efficient way.

Commercial Products

We provide global machinery safety assessment, testing and certification of components, power tools and machinery products according to legal requirements, such as EU Machinery Directive, North America Safety, IECEE, ENEC and SEMI guidelines. Our services also cover many other regions: South America, Japan, Africa, Eurasia and Middle East.

Medical

TÜV Rheinland is recognised as a notified body in many countries around the world. In the EU, US, Canada, Japan, Brazil, etc., TÜV Rheinland is a well-known, respected technical and regulatory expert in the medical industry. With our Market Access Services your medical devices can be certified and registered for easy export.

Hardlines

As a full-service provider, we can offer you the right package of testing and certification services for furniture and kitchenware, tools and camping equipment and other products in terms of GS, LGA-tested, FSC and CE marks. You can go beyond to get access for other countries for your product; test it according to applicable standards and requirements of global market; certify it to drive your business forward; thus enhance your profitability and competitiveness. Also be prepared when target new market with our subscription and research services.

Softlines

Ensure products strictly comply to applicable standards and regulations for easy export with the help of global Market Access Services. As TÜV Rheinland is a certification body for automotive components in Brazil, North America, Europe and other regions, clients can get reliable support during consulting, testing and certification.

Electrical

Electrical and electronic products such as audio and video devices, household appliances and luminaires became essential to our lives. Being a notified body, TÜV Rheinland provides Market Access Services for various countries along with safety, energy efficiency, EMC and other national regulations. Regulatory research is possible for any country or client’s request.

Safety and EMC

Asia Pacific

- Australia & New Zealand RCM Mark
- China CCC Approval
- Hong Kong SAR Approval
- India BIS Approval
- Japan PSE Approval
- Japan S Mark
- Korea KC Approval
- Malaysia ST Approval

Africa & Middle East

- Algeria CeMC
- Iran KIKOCoC
- Israel STC CoC
- Kuwait PSC
- Kuwait KCSS Approval
- Nigeria PFC & CoC
- Saudi Arabia CoC
- South Africa SABS Approval

Europe

- TÜV Rheinland’s New Test Mark
- Customs Union EAC Mark (Russia, Belarus & Kazakhstan)
- European Union CE Mark
- Germany GS Approval
- Serbia KIPLTEC Approval
- Ukraine (UkSEPRo) Approval
- Moldova SM Approval
- Uzbekistan Type Approval

North America

- Canada cTUV
- Mexico NOM
- USA/UL
- cTUVus & Canada

South America

- Argentina CE-Mark
- Brazil INMETRO Approval
- Brazil THAC Approval
- Venezuela Type Approval
- Colombia Type Approval

* As a Notified Body, we issue CE Mark for certain categories of products. Otherwise we offer test service for the self declaration.
** 18 if certified by TÜV Rheinland in Hungary, 24 if certified by TÜV Rheinland in Germany.